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Programme Outcomes 
 

The CBCS program gives students the opportunity to learn inter-disciplinary and skill 

development oriented course. In the PG course they have opportunity to study multi-

disciplinary subjects through four semesters in two years. In this way, they can know about 

their own subject as well as other subjects of their choice. When they came in the last 

semester, they are doing a project paper. For this work their writing and research skills are 

improving. And after Post Graduate they are able to doing PhD research work. On the other 

hand in frequent evaluation system there is more chance to increase their credit score. In their 

whole syllabus emphasis has been placed on the social lessons of literature. By doing so, they 

are becoming much more socially aware. 

In the CBCS program, there has a lot of short type question and answers. It is 

increasing their skill to competitive examination to stay ahead. After Post Graduate, the 

question of Net/Set examination is a multiple choice type question. And they are getting 

priority in that examination. This CBCS programme increased their research opportunities in 

the next field of Post Graduate. Not only that, after Post Graduate their job opportunities have 

been increased. They have increased the chances of passing the competitive job examination. 

Their job opportunities in school service, college service, university jobs and other fields 

have been increased. Also increased their writing development skills and improved their 

communication skills through this programme. 

 

Programme Specific Outcomes 
 

PSO 1. This programme gives importance of ancient and modern cultural heritage of Bengali 

literature. 

PSO 2. Students can know about the history of ancient Bengali language and its literary and 

cultural resource. 

PSO 3.  They gain knowledge about the social, cultural, religious and economic history of 

ancient and medieval age through ancient and medieval literature. 

PSO 4. Having the opportunity to read about every aspect of modern literature, students can 

learn to the dynamics of contemporary literature and determine the relationship of literature 

with society. 

PSO 5.  There are opportunities to study of Bengali literature with other Indian language 

literature and foreign literature and its literary theory. So they can read through comparative 

discussions between this language and literature. 



PSO 6. This programme emphasizing on the social lessons of literature in this curriculum. 

SO they learn to recognize the society of every age. For that they became much more social 

conscious. 

PSO 7. As a result of reading feminist literature, one can know the history of the great 

progress of women in the society of Bengal and India. They became respectful towards 

women. 

PSO 8. There is an opportunity in the syllabus to read other subjects besides the Bengali 

language and literature. So they gained knowledge about many subjects in the same time. 

PSO 9. Some parts of the PhD research curriculum are in this syllabus. They learn a lot about 

the research lessons in this phase. As a result, they are far ahead in the path of research. 

PSO 10.  They can gain knowledge about proof correction which is related to research and 

publishing work. 

PSO 11. Above all, through the entire syllabus, they came to the doorstep of the professional 

world after complete the Post-Graduate course.  

 

Course Outcomes 
 

Semester I 

Course-Code DEPT-101/102/103/104/105 

Credit Value 25 
 

DEPT-101 

Course-Code 101/1 

CO 1. Students can achieve brief knowledge about history of Bengali literature in ancient 

period. 

CO 2. Also they know about the social history of this period. 

Course-Code 101/2 

CO 1. Gain knowledge about the evolution of linguistics and its theories. 

CO 2. He can also learn about the history of Indian language and its practice. 
 

DEPT-102 

Course-Code 102/1 

CO 1. They learned about the religious and social history of ancient and medieval period by 

reciting ‘Charyapada’ and ‘Sri Krishnakirtan’.  

Course-Code 102/2 

CO 1. One can know about the time of the origin of modern Bengali poetry and its nature. 

CO 2. ‘Meghnadhbadh Kabya’ poetry teaches them the reconstruction structure of 

‘Ramayana’. 
 

 

 

DEPT-103 

Course-Code 103/1 

CO 1. Increases their knowledge of the world of Rabindranath's poetry 

Course-Code 103/2 



CO 1. The poetry of contemporary modern poets imparts their knowledge about the genre of 

modern age literature. 

CO 2. They learn to understand the relationship of Bengali poetry with modern poetry of the 

world.  
 

DEPT-104 

Course-Code 104/1 

CO 1. The history of the beginning of Bengali prose literature in the nineteenth century and 

the nature of prose literature are discussed. 

CO 2. The social history of the nineteenth century and the history of advancement of women 

were also discussed. 

Course-Code 104/2 

CO 1. Gains knowledge about the novel by reading selected novels.  
 

DEPT-105 

Course-Code 105/1 

CO 1. Increases their knowledge about literary theory. 

CO 2. Modern theories of novels and short stories are also discussed. 

Course-Code 105/2 

CO 1. Essay literature increases their knowledge about Bengali essays. 

 

Semester II 

Course-Code DEPT-201/202/203/204/205 

Credit Value 25 
 

DEPT-201 

Course-Code 201/1 

CO 1. The history of medieval Bengali literature teaches them of its literature, culture and 

social history. 

Course-Code 201/2 

CO 1. Students known about the main aspect of modern linguistics of Chomsky's grammar 

and sociolinguistics. 
 

DEPT-202 

Course-Code 202/1 

CO 1. The two main poems of medieval period ‘Chandimangal’ and ‘Padmavati’ give an 

idea of their social history.  

CO 2. They also know about the story of this poetry. 

Course-Code 202/2 

CO 1. Modern poetry lessons give to knowledge about modern society and human 

perception. 
 

DEPT-203 

Course-Code 203/1 

CO 1. Analytical discussions are held on Rabindranath's novels and short stories. 



Course-Code 203/2 

CO 1. Gained knowledge about modern people and society by reading Bengali short stories. 
 

DEPT-204 

Course-Code 204/1 

CO 1. Their ideas about Bengali drama is developed. 

Course-Code 204/2 

CO 1. They may know about after-Rabindranath's Bengali novel. 

CO 2. Known about modern novels. 
 

DEPT-205 

Course-Code 205/1 

CO 1. Developed knowledge of Western literary theory. 

Course-Code 205/2 

CO 1. Discuss about after-Rabindranath's essays and its deal with the dynamics of literature. 

 

Semester III 

Course-Code DEPT-301/302/303/304/305 

Credit Value 24 
 

DEPT-301 

Course-Code 301/1 

CO 1. Students can achieve brief knowledge about history of Bengali literature in nineteenth 

century. 

CO 2. Also they know about the social history of this period. 

Course-Code 301/2 

CO 1. Learn about recent Bengali novels. 

CO 2. Also learns to discuss comparatively with novels in other Indian languages. 
 

DEPT-302 

Course-Code 302/1 

CO 1. Gained knowledge about Rabindranath's plays. 
Course-Code 302/2 

CO 1. One can know about the recent Bengali drama and its dynamic nature. 
 

DEPT-303 

Course-Code 303/1/2 (A/B/C/D) 

CO 1. In this course students increase their knowledge on specific topics by reading special 

papers. 

CO 2. Medieval literature, Novel literature, Nineteenth century literature, Bengali drama, 

modern Linguistics etc are special paper in this course. 

CO 3. Students began to make their own specialization by reading a specific subject. 
 

DEPT-304 

Course-Code 304/1/2 (A/B/C/D) 



CO 1. Special papers gradually increase their enthusiasm about specific topics. 
 

DEPT-305 

Course-Code 305 (A/B/C/D) 

CO 1. Here they study interdisciplinary elective course. 

CO 2. They know about different aspects of Bengali literature. 

 

Semester IV 

Course-Code DEPT-400/401/402/403/404/405 

Credit Value 27 
 

DEPT-401 

Course-Code 401/1 

CO 1. Students can achieve brief knowledge about history of Bengali literature in twenty 

century. Also they know about the social history of this period. 

Course-Code 401/2 

CO 1. The world of Rabindranath's essays came before them. 
 

DEPT-402 

Course-Code 402/1 

CO 1. Learn about the history of literary movements, literary theories and periodicals. 

CO 2. Know the rules of translation. 

CO 3. Increased their translation skills and they became suitable for translation work. 

Course-Code 402/2 

CO 1. Gains knowledge about the history of Bengali rhyme and its details. 

CO 2. Learn about different aspects of research. 

CO 3. Formed their concepts about PhD research work. 
 

DEPT-403 

Course-Code 403/404/1/2 (A/B/C/D) 

CO 1. Here they increase their knowledge about specific special papers. 

CO 2. They become suitable for future research work. 

CO 3. Became suitable for job examination. 
 

DEPT-405 

Course-Code 405 (A/B/C/D) 

CO 1. Here's they know how to do project work. 

CO 2. Learns to select suitable topics for research work. 

CO 3. The concept of PhD or M.Phil research is created. 


